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OREGAON, PORTLAND, UNITED STATES , March 21, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The global

satellite data analytics services market is experiencing a significant growth due to surge in

investment in the space industry. Satellite data analytics services compromise providing big data

geo-analytics, which uses proprietary algorithms and advanced machine learning techniques to

deliver strategic insights for businesses using satellites revolving around the earth’s orbit.

Satellite data analytics data services use earth observation data to aid in critical business

decisions in fields such as infrastructure monitoring, commodity market, forestry management,

and agriculture management. Moreover, satellite data services analyze data presented in a

satellite image to provide data analytics to transform business landscape by bringing

transparency and efficiency among different industries.
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Launch of satellites by satellite manufacturers into lower and medium orbits to facilitate data

services can be attributed to increase in demand for big data. Recently, in 2020, Planet Labs Inc.

(private earth imaging company based in California, US) announced new service offerings such

as higher resolution 50 cm imagery, Tasking Dashboard, and enhanced revisit capabilities, as

part of their overall Tasking offerings. Tasking provides most agile constellation of high-

resolution small earth observation satellites for geo-spatial data with real-time intelligence. New

service offerings are aimed at enhancing the core imagery for analysis meanwhile reducing data

acquisition hurdles such as limited revisiting capabilities. Moreover, usage of big data in satellite

imagery is reducing data acquisition cost, data storage cost, and data processing cost. Big data is

systematic extraction and analysis of large data sets that are too large for traditional data

processing software. Hence, demand for small earth observation satellites is expected to fuel the

growth global satellite data analytics services market.

Surge in privatization of space industry, increase in demand for small earth observation

satellites, and rise in adoption of cloud computing are the factors that drive the global satellite

data services market. However, potential data breaches and expensive data access hinder the

market growth. On the contrary, emergence of satellite as a service and increasing usage of AI in

image & data processing present new pathways in the industry.
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Key benefits of the report:

●This study presents the analytical depiction of the global satellite data analytics services

industry along with the current trends and future estimations to determine the imminent

investment pockets.

●The report presents information related to key drivers, restraints, and opportunities along with

detailed analysis of the global satellite data analytics services market share.

●The current market is quantitatively analyzed  to highlight the global satellite data analytics

services market growth scenario.

●Porter’s five forces analysis illustrates the potency of buyers & suppliers in the market. 

●The report provides a detailed global satellite data analytics services market analysis based on

competitive intensity and how the competition will take shape in coming years. 
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About Us 

Allied Market Research (AMR) is a full-service market research and business-consulting wing of

Allied Analytics LLP based in Portland, Oregon. Allied Market Research provides global

enterprises as well as medium and small businesses with unmatched quality of "Market

Research Reports" and "Business Intelligence Solutions." AMR has a targeted view to provide

business insights and consulting to assist its clients to make strategic business decisions and

achieve sustainable growth in their respective market domain.

Pawan Kumar, the CEO of Allied Market Research, is leading the organization toward providing

high-quality data and insights. We are in professional corporate relations with various companies

and this helps us in digging out market data that helps us generate accurate research data tables

and confirms utmost accuracy in our market forecasting. Each and every data presented in the

reports published by us is extracted through primary interviews with top officials from leading

companies of domain concerned. Our secondary data procurement methodology includes deep

online and offline research and discussion with knowledgeable professionals and analysts in the

industry.
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